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LEGAL STUFF 

 

Names of people, trademarks, company names, brand names & service marks are the property 
of their respective owners and are used in editorial commentary as permitted under 
constitutional law. 

Andrew Williams has made his best efforts to produce a high quality & informative document.  
He makes no representation or warranties of any kind with regards to completeness or 
accuracy of the information within the book.  The entire contents are ideas, thoughts & opinions 
expressed solely by the author after years of research into the workings of the search engines. 
The author and publisher shall in no event be held liable for any loss or other damages caused 
by the use and misuse of or inability to use any or all of the information described in this book.   

By using the information in this book, you agree to do so entirely at your own risk. 

The contents of this document are protected by worldwide copyright treaties and may not be 
reprinted, copied, redistributed, transmitted, hosted, displayed or stored electronically without 
express written permission of Andrew J Williams.  All rights reserved World Wide. 

 

 

 2010 Andrew J. Williams 
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PREFACE 

 

I released a report recently called “Google Authority Sets – Meet the A-List Celebrities in your 
Niche”.  If you missed it, you should get a hold of a copy and read it. 

The overall message from that report was that you need to theme your content.  The advantages 
to doing so are described in that report, but to summarize, not only do you have a better chance 
of being recognized as an “A-List Celebrity” in your niche, but it also means you can forget trying 
to optimize for the long-tail. 

The feedback from that report has been great, and mostly positive.   

One or two people commented that they still think links and Page Rank are the most important 
thing, so I wanted to address that in another report – this one.  While I am not going to tell you 
that Page Rank and links are not important, what I hope this report will show you is that you 
can still compete against higher PR and authority pages,  even if you have very little Page Rank 
yourself,  no domain age and no external incoming links to the specific pages.  

I don’t want this report to be too long, but I do want you to feel that you have seen enough data 
to make up your own mind.  I have therefore chosen half a dozen or so pages from one of my 
own site to use as examples – bloodsugardiabetic.com.  This site is the one that I built in my 
Wordpress for Affiliate Sites Course.  Students who have taken the course (or who decide to 
take the course in the future) will have seen the site built from scratch. 

The examples I have chosen range in competitiveness, with competitiveness being measured 
the way most keyword research tools measure it – broad match and exact match searches in 
Google (i.e. with and without quotes around the phrase). 

The rankings and information I provide in this report were correct on the 23rd February 2010 in 
Tenerife, Spain where I live. 

 

http://webcontentstudio.com/dl/Google-Authority-Sets_jxf.pdf
http://webcontentstudio.com/dl/Google-Authority-Sets_jxf.pdf
http://improdigy.com/wordpress-for-affiliate-sites-course.php
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THE EXAMPLE SEARCH PHRASES 

 

Since these examples all come from my diabetic website, they are naturally phrases related to 
diabetes.   

Below are the search phrases with the reported number of matching pages when searched 
without quotes (Broad Match) and the amount of competition reported when enclosed in 
quotes (Exact Match) at Google.   

As you move down the table, the exact match competing pages increases from under a thousand 
in the first example, to over 1.5 million in the last example.  Remember, exact match is the 
number of pages that include the phrase exactly as written in the table, and is often used as a 
better indicator of competition than the broad match. 

 

Search Phrase Broad Match 
Competition 

Exact Match 
Competition 

Does type 2 diabetes require insulin 27,100,000 1,040 
How does insulin work 1,450,000 2,610 
Sugar spikes 560,000 28,700 
Sugar readings 1,280,000 32,100 
Diabetic cake mix 693,000 174,000 
Glucose monitor kits 520,000 231,000 
Blood sugar spikes 47,900,000 1,390,000 
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EXAMPLE 1 - DOES TYPE 2 DIABETES REQUIRE INSULIN 

Keyword Phrase:  Does type 2 diabetes require insulin 

Where My Page Ranks: #1 

Broad Match Competition: 27,100,000 

Exact Match Competition: 1,040 

 

 

BROAD MATCH SCREENSHOT FROM GOOGLE: 

  

 

 

EXACT MATCH GOOGLE COMPETITION SCREENSHOT: 
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OK, my page ranks #1 for this term, but what is the calibre of web page that mine is up against? 

Here is a screenshot from Market Samurai showing the SEO Competition data.  Incidentally, 
Market Samurai’s SEO Competition modules is just one of many features of this amazing tool.  
It’s also do keyword research, publish content and a host of other cool stuff.  Get a free 30 day 
trial of Market Samurai and try it for yourself. 

NOTE: In these screenshots I’ll highlight the position of my web page in yellow.  Market Samurai 
does use some colour of its own, so just ignore all colours except the yellow in these competition 
screenshots: 

 

 

Data Courtesy of Market Samurai 

 

My Page Rank 1 webpage is beating the others in this list, despite the fact that the other 9 of the 
top 10 are PR3, PR4, PR5 & even PR6 web pages – and that’s the PR of the webpage, not the 
domains homepage.  If you look at position 6 & 7, they are taken up by one of THE authority site 
in the diabetes niche – diabetes.org – a Page Rank 7 domain. 

Also look at the BLP column.  This is the number of backlinks pointing to the page from an 
external domain.  My page has no backlinks reported from external domains.  Apart from the 
page at #3, all others in the top 10 do have backlinks, and remember these are backlinks to the 
page itself, not the domain homepage!!  The BLD column lists domain backlinks, and my 109 is 
dwarfed by the other 9 in the top 10, with their backlinks ranging from 4,690 up to 191,000.   

Some of the other top 10 also have backlinks from coveted .edu and .gov domains.  This 
information is in the BLEG column.  Mine doesn’t. 

http://ezseonews.com/marketsamurai
http://ezseonews.com/marketsamurai
http://ezseonews.com/marketsamurai
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Several of the other top 10 pages also have listings in DMOZ – my page does not.  I do have a 
listing in the Yahoo directory for my domain though, but so do 5 of the other top 10 pages. 

We have all heard how important an aged domain is as well, haven’t we?  Well mine has no age 
according to Market Samurai (actually it will be 2 years old in July/August 2010).  Look at the 
ages of the other top 10 pages?  Most are 10 years or older!! 

So what can we conclude from this? 

I think you’ll agree that looking at this table, my page certainly seems to be punching above its 
weight class.   

OK; this example shows a relatively low competition phrase.  When a phrase has such low 
competition, it can be argued that the competition is not really optimizing for the exact phrase.   

That argument is borne out in the exact match competing pages of 1,040.   

Only around 1000 pages in Google have the exact phrase “Does type 2 diabetes require insulin” 
on their page.  Still, coming first from a pool of 1,040 pages is quite good when you look at how 
poorly my page compares to the other top 10 pages. 

As a typical low competition phrase, this page doesn’t get much traffic.  Here are the traffic stats 
for the last month: 

 

You will see that the page has been found 41 times for 12 different keywords.  18 of those 41 
times were for the main long tail phrase “does type 2 diabetes require insulin”.  That means this 
page has been found more often for un-optimized phrases than for the main phrase of the page.  
Remember this fact as we look at the next few examples. 

Let’s look at a slightly more competitive phrase. 
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EXAMPLE 2 - HOW DOES INSULIN WORK 

Keyword Phrase:  How does insulin work 

Where My Page Ranks: #1 

Broad Match Competition: 1,450,000 

Exact Match Competition: 2,610 

 

 

 

BROAD MATCH SCREENSHOT FROM GOOGLE: 

 

 

 

 

EXACT MATCH GOOGLE COMPETITION SCREENSHOT: 
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Before we look at the Market Samurai competition for this phrase, I’d like to show you the traffic 
stats for the page for the last month: 

 

This page might not have a lot of competition, but it delivers a lot more visitors than the last 
example we looked at – around 40 visitors a day.  Look though at the number of keywords this 
page is found for – 134 different phrases in the last month alone.  About 60% of the hits to this 
page are from the main phrase – “how does insulin work”, while 40% are from other long tail 
phrases.   This page has actually been found for 699 different phrases over the last year with 
63% of hits coming from the main phrase. 

The beauty of themeing, is that you can rank well for your chosen phrase as well as a stack of 
other long tail phrases that you cannot possibly come up with if you sat down and tried.   

The more true competition you have, the harder it will be to rank for your chosen phrase.  You’ll 
have to work on some inbound links for starters, but all the time, while your main phrase is 
climbing the search engine rankings, you’ll be getting traffic for the long tail. 

Let’s look at the Market Samurai SEO Competition screenshot for this term: 

 

Data Courtesy of Market Samurai 

http://ezseonews.com/marketsamurai
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Again, looking at the data in the table, my site has poor domain age, low Page Rank (though so 
do most of the others in the table), low backlinks to the domain compared to the others, no 
DMOZ etc.  I do however have two external links to the page. Here is what Yahoo Site Explorer 
says about those two links: 

 

IMPORTANT: I really need to stress another advantage to creating high quality, themed 
content.  I did not request either of these links, nor did I have anything to do with them.  They 
are natural links that people have added to their pages because my content was good enough to 
warrant a reference.  When I build a new site, I get a couple of good authority links, and leave it 
at that.  The other links just come through natural linkage from sites that appreciate my content.   

Conclusions about this example? 

Maybe this one is not quite so surprising a top #1 position as the previous example, though you 
could argue that 7 or 8 of the other top 10 should potentially beat me based on the information 
in the chart (especially when you see top authority sites in the list). 
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EXAMPLE 3 - SUGAR SPIKES 

Keyword Phrase:  Sugar spikes 

Where My Page Ranks: #1 

Broad Match Competition: 560,000 

Exact Match Competition: 28,700 

 

 

 

BROAD MATCH SCREENSHOT FROM GOOGLE: 

 

 

 

 

EXACT MATCH GOOGLE COMPETITION SCREENSHOT: 
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Before we look at Market Samurai SEO Competition, let’s look at the traffic stats for this page: 

 

This page has been found 433 times in the last month, for 114 different keyword phrases.  This 
page was found for the main phrase “diabetes sugar spike” just 10 times.  Note that this is the 
actual main phrase of the page as this is the phrase I used in my filename.  Over the last year, 
this page has been found for 953 DIFFERENT phrases. 

You’ll see in the last example of this report that this page also ranks for a higher competition 
phrase – and that phrase is the one that this page has been found the most times for in the last 
month – blood sugar spikes.  

 

Let’s look at the Market Samurai SEO Competition screenshot for this term: 

 

Data Courtesy of Market Samurai 

http://ezseonews.com/marketsamurai
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My page looks a little out of place in this table of results.  With a Page Rank of just 1, this page is 
beating other pages with Page Rank 2, 3, 4 and 5.  While my page has no backlinks to the page 
itself, some of the other pages in the top 10 have 20, 30 even 60+ links pointing to them.  6 of the 
top 10 also have their domain in DMOZ, but I don’t.  Oh, and don’t forget to look at the domain 
age column.   
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EXAMPLE 4 - SUGAR READINGS 

Keyword Phrase:  Sugar readings 

Where My Page Ranks: #2 

Broad Match Competition: 1,280,000 

Exact Match Competition: 32,100 

 

 

 

BROAD MATCH SCREENSHOT FROM GOOGLE: 

 

 

 

EXACT MATCH GOOGLE COMPETITION SCREENSHOT: 
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Before we look at the Market Samurai competition, let’s look at the traffic stats for this page. 

 

Incidentally, over the last year this page has been found for 1,275 DIFFERENT phrases. 

 

Let’s look at the Market Samurai SEO Competition screenshot for this term.  You will notice that 
Market Samurai returns my site as third, not second as in my screenshot above.  Market 
Samurai undoubtedly is querying a different server to the one I query here in Spain, but feel free 
to check the ranking yourself at Google: 

 

Data Courtesy of Market Samurai 

Again domain age is working against me, and PR is lower than 3 of the other pages in beats in 
the top 10.  However, look at the backlinks to the pages.  Mine doesn’t have any, while most of 
the others in the top 10 do.  The authority site in position 9 (Wikipedia) has 944 links to that 
page on blood sugar including 7 from .edu/.gov pages.  And the site in position 4, below mine, 
has 49 links pointing to it.  That page is specifically about blood sugar readings so is a real 
competitor of my page.  My page also beats 4 that are listed in DMOZ. 

http://ezseonews.com/marketsamurai
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Once again, I think we can see that Page Rank and links are not the be-all-and-end-all of ranking.  
Ranking is all about relevancy and quality of not just the content but also the off-page factors.   
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EXAMPLE 5 - DIABETIC CAKE MIX 

Keyword Phrase:  Diabetic cake mix 

Where My Page Ranks: #1 

Broad Match Competition: 693,000 

Exact Match Competition: 174,000 

 

 

 

BROAD MATCH SCREENSHOT FROM GOOGLE: 

 

 

 

 

EXACT MATCH GOOGLE COMPETITION SCREENSHOT: 
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.. and here is the traffic stats for that page: 

 

Again we can see a page that is being found for a large number of search terms.  In the last 10 
months (this page has only been around for 10 months), this page was found for 486 keyword 
phrases. 

Let’s look at the Market Samurai SEO Competition screenshot for this term: 

 

Data Courtesy of Market Samurai 

I think I can leave you to draw your own conclusions from this table.  Once again we are seeing 
similar features.  From this table, it is difficult to see why my page is #1. 

 

http://ezseonews.com/marketsamurai
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EXAMPLE 6 - GLUCOSE MONITOR KITS  

Keyword Phrase:  Glucose monitor kits 

Where My Page Ranks: #2 

Broad Match Competition: 520,000 

Exact Match Competition: 231,000 

 

 

 

BROAD MATCH SCREENSHOT FROM GOOGLE: 

 

 

 

EXACT MATCH GOOGLE COMPETITION SCREENSHOT: 
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Here is the traffic stats: 

 

This page has been found less than some of the others, but we see the typical high number of 
phrases.  

What is worth more to me than the amount of traffic to this page is the amount of targeted 
traffic to this page.  Looking at some of the phrases this page has been found for in the last 
month, I can see that targeted traffic is coming.  Here are a few screenshots of some of the 
phrases the page has been found for – I have highlighted “makes & models” in the phrases (the 
types of phrases buyer type in): 
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Let’s look at the Market Samurai SEO Competition screenshot for this term (again you will see 
Market Samurai putting my site at #3, not #2 as I found when I searched Google. ): 

 

Data Courtesy of Market Samurai 

The Page Ranks are a little more obvious here, with only two of the top 10 having the same Page 
Rank 1 as mine.  All the others are 2, 3, or 4. 

Domain age is again standing out as an obvious deficiency in my site, as are the lack of a DMOZ. 

I’ll leave you to look over that table.  Let’s look at a final example. 

http://ezseonews.com/marketsamurai
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EXAMPLE 7 - BLOOD SUGAR SPIKES 

Keyword Phrase:  Blood sugar spikes 

Where My Page Ranks: #2 

Broad Match Competition: 48,000,000 

Exact Match Competition: 1,390,000 

 

 

 

BROAD MATCH SCREENSHOT FROM GOOGLE: 

 

 

 

EXACT MATCH GOOGLE COMPETITION SCREENSHOT: 
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We have seen this page in an earlier example – Example 3 -  Sugar Spikes.  You have therefore 
already seen the traffic stats for the page.  Let’s have a look at the SEO Competition for this 
phrase: 

 

Data Courtesy of Market Samurai 

You should be able to pick out the important points from this table by now.  I should just point 
out the DMOZ column though.  8 of the top 10 domains for this term are in DMOZ. 

http://ezseonews.com/marketsamurai
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WHY DO I THINK MY PAGES HAVE OUT-PERFORMED HIGHER PR, 
HIGHER AUTHORITY PAGES? 

 

Ranking is clearly more than just Page Rank and inbound links.  We have seen several examples 
here where a page that cannot compete in terms of inbound links, domain authority, Page Rank, 
domain age, etc, is appearing high up the SERPs. 

Why is that? 

Creating a site where its pages will rank well is a little like doing a jigsaw puzzle.  You need to 
get all the pieces together and assemble them so that you can see the full picture. 

Fortunately, unlike the Christmas jigsaw project I remember as a kid round my granny’s house, 
this puzzle has fewer pieces.  Here they are: 

1. Site Structure should be set up to maximize Page Rank to the important pages.  In 
addition, related pages should reference each other via text link.  Creating a basic silo 
style site will make this easier, since pages in the same “category” can be more easily 
linked together, especially if you are using Wordpress to build your site. 

2. Content should be of a high quality so that it attracts links.  The content should be well-
themed around the main idea, concept or phrase you are targeting.  This will ensure 
your page is seen as valuable enough to include in Google’s Authority Set, as well as rank 
for hundreds of long tail phrases.  (NOTE: If you use Wordpress, modify the templates so 
that you eliminate duplicate content on the site). 

3. As the competition of your target phrases increases, you will need to do more work to 
rank for the phrase.  While the points above will give you a huge advantage over 99% of 
webmasters, you still need to work at the more competitive phrases.  Quality inbound 
links are necessary and they need to be on related pages (preferably on authority sites).  
However, since you have completed parts one and two above, as you work away at 
getting those links, your page is likely to attract targeted traffic for the long-tail relating 
to that topic.  It’s kind of like having your cake and eating it. 

 

http://webcontentstudio.com/dl/Google-Authority-Sets_jxf.pdf
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HOW LONG DO RANKINGS LAST? 

Doing everything right on your site can result in fast rankings.  I am sure you have seen videos 
demonstrating this.  But do those fast rankings last?  Certainly the page may come in and then 
go out of Google’s index only to return a few days later, but what happens over time to a well-
ranked page? 

Since we have covered the sugar spike page in example 3 of this report, I thought I would just 
try to answer this question for you.   

From my experience, two things are likely to cause your page to drop down the listings.  One of 
these things will even result in your page being removed altogether.  

 

 

PROBLEM 1 - COMPETITORS 

The first thing is competitors.  When new, better optimized pages come along, they can move 
ahead of you, so you naturally drop down the rankings.  To combat this, you may need to get 
more links pointing to your page assuming you have done everything you can with the on-page 
stuff.  I have an example page on my Blood Sugar Diabetic site where I was #1 for a long time for 
the term “i-pet glucose meter”.  However, when the merchant I promoted left Shareasale, I 
stopped trying to compete against the other webmasters vying for top spot, so I left the page 
alone.  Over the last year or so, that page slowly dropped down the rankings to around #12.  
However, that page did not continue dropping and finally disappear like some pages do (I will 
tell you in a minute why that happens).  Recently I found the i-pet glucose meter at Amazon so 
updated my page.  Over the last couple of weeks the page has bounced around the top 10, and as 
I check right now, its sitting at #4: 
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That page is not a huge traffic draw because it’s very specific to a product that doesn’t have a 
huge amount of demand, but the traffic that comes is highly targeted.   
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Here is a screenshot from the last month: 

 

 

You can see the page was found 63 times in the last month (about twice a day), for a total of 21 
different keywords.  You see, even on highly targeted product pages you still see the long-tail 
phrases appear in your logs. 

Compare that to the traffic stats when the page was ranked in the top 1-3: 

 

You can see there that the difference between a top 1-3 ranking and a 10 – 12 ranking is 
significant even for this low demand phrase. 

Incidentally, over the lifetime of this page, it has been found for 244 different keyword phrases. 
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PROBLEM 2 – POOR CONTENT 

The second, more serious problem that can see your page drop down & out is poor content.  It is 
common for new pages to rank quickly, and quite well.  However, as Google starts factoring in 
the various parts of its algorithm, that page will show its true colours to Google, and Google will 
award it appropriately – by dropping it down the listings.    

OK; what about quality pages that have not seen many new competitors? 

Well, let’s take a look at the sugar spike page again.  When I first wrote that article in November 
2008, I recorded a video of the rankings (which took about 6 minutes to get into Google).  I 
haven’t done a thing to the page since then.  You can watch the You tube video of that ranking 
experiment here: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_n_oYO9XIYc 

Check the rankings in the video against the current rankings in Google and I think you’ll see the 
answer to the question. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_n_oYO9XIYc
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HOW WEB CONTENT STUDIO CAN HELP YOU WRITE QUALITY 

THEMED CONTENT 

 

1. Find Google synonyms by directly querying Google using the tilde search. 
2. Find hundreds of potential theme words by querying Google’s top ranked pages for any 

search term you specify using the Keyword Spider built into Web Content Studio.  You 
can see this in action in "Tutorial 1: Using the Keyword Spider to Find the Most 
Important Theme Words”. 

3. Evaluate your selected theme words against the top 10, and optionally auto-deleting 
those that do not appear on a minimum number of those top 10 pages.  You can see this 
in the video tutorial mentioned in part 2. 

4. Article editor with full WYSIWYG, meaning this is the perfect editor for html sites, blogs 
etc.  You can see an overview of the editor in “Tutorial 3 : WYSIWYG Article Editor”. 

5. Use the built in Researcher to help you find relevant information, facts etc for your 
content.  You can see the Researcher in action in the “Tutorial 4 – Researching 
Information for your Article”. 

6. Analyze your finished article against your chosen theme words, to make sure it is well-
themed.  You can watch this in the “Tutorial 2 : Using and interpreting the Theme 
Reports”. 

  

To read more about Web Content Studio, visit the Web Content Studio Homepage. 

If you want a complete course on building affiliate sites with Wordpress, consider my 
Wordpress for Affiliate Sites Course.  In it, you’ll watch over my shoulder as I build Blood Sugar 
Diabetic – the site featured in this report. 

 

This report was researched and compiled by Dr. Andy Williams  

http://ezseonews.com/ 
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